Dear athletes, coaches and delegates:

On behalf of the Pan American Judo Confederation, receive the most cordial welcome to the PANAMERICAN OPEN ARGENTINA 2020, which will be held in San Carlos de Bariloche, Rio Negro, Argentina.

This is one of the most beautiful tourist cities in Argentina, it has a wide variety of gastronomic & artistic attractions unique in the world.

The Argentine Confederation will again organize this event which takes places yearly in this beautiful country. Moreover, giving a good display of organization as well as competition. We hope to see you all and that you can enjoy this beautiful city.

We wish the best luck to athletes and we hope you enjoy the competition as well as the argentinean hospitality.
Mtro.

Oscar O. Cassinerio, Presidente de CAJ

Dear presidents of the national judo federations,

We address you to offer an invitation for the 7th & 8th of March Panamerican Open Argentina 2020, which will be taking place in San Carlos de Bariloche, Río Negro, Argentina. All federations affiliated with the IJF may participate of this event.
The competition will hold both male & female senior categories.
Here you will find the events regulations, schedule, as well as registration and flight itinerary forms.

We hope to see you soon.

Regards,

Mtro. Oscar O. Cassinerio, Presidente de CAJ
Panamerican Open Argentina 2020

“Confederación Argentina de Judo”
Adress: Andrés Lamas 3121 Córdoba, Argentina.
Phone: +5493512494317 / Carlos Cassinerio - Coordinator
E-mail: OFFICIAL tesoreria@judoargentina.org / CARLOS CASSINERIO - COORDINATOR
Dates: 07th y 08th March 2020.
Competition Hall: “GIMNASIO PEDRO ESTREMADOR (BOMBEROS VOLUNTARIOS)” Adress: BESCHTEDT 279, SAN CARLOS DE BARILOCHE, RIO NEGRO, ARGENTINA.

SCHEDULE
THURSDAY 05 OF MARCH:

Arrival of delegations & participants

FRIDAY 06 OF MARCH:

09:00 - 12:00: Accreditation: “SOFT BARILOCHE HOTEL” . Address: Av. Mitre 685 , San Carlos de Bariloche, Rio Negro, Argentina.

18:30 - 19:00: OFFICIAL WEIGH-IN
Competition Hall: “GIMNASIO PEDRO ESTREMADOR (BOMBEROS VOLUNTARIOS)”. Address: BESCHTEDT 279, SAN CARLOS DE BARILOCHE, RIO NEGRO, ARGENTINA. Male: -60, -66, -73 kg / Female: -48, -52, -57, -63 Kg

SATURDAY 07 OF MARCH:

10:00 : Qualify round & repechage:
Male: -60, -66, -73 kg / Female: -48, -52, -57, -63 Kg
Postliminary: Final round & awards ceremony.

18:30 - 19:00: OFFICIAL WEIGH-IN

Competition Hall: “GIMNASIO PEDRO ESTREMADOR (BOMBEROS VOLUNTARIOS)”. Address: BESCHTEDT 279, SAN CARLOS DE BARILOCHE, RIO NEGRO, ARGENTINA. Male: -81, -90, -100, +100 kg / Female: -70, -78, +78 Kg

SUNDAY 08 OF MARCH:

10:00 : Qualify round & repechage:
Male: -81, -90, -100, +100 kg / repechage: -70, -78, +78 Kg
Postliminary: Final round & awards ceremony.

MONDAY 10 OF MARCH:

Training Camp : Competition Hall: “GIMNASIO PEDRO ESTREMADOR (BOMBEROS VOLUNTARIOS)”. Address: BESCHTEDT 279, SAN CARLOS DE BARILOCHE, RIO NEGRO, ARGENTINA.
**THURSDAY 11 OF MARCH:**

Training Camp : Competition Hall: “GIMNASIO PEDRO ESTREMADOR (BOMBEROS VOLUNTARIOS)”.  
Address: BESCHTEDT 279, SAN CARLOS DE BARILOCHE, RIO NEGRO, ARGENTINA.

**Competition System:**
The Tournament will be conducted according to the rules and the IJF sporting code, the repechage will be applied in the last 8 competitors, the top eight competitors in the world rankings will be separated in the draw.  
Participation :  
There is no restriction on the number of participants per weight division.

**Judoguis:**
Judogis must comply with the current regulations of the IJF.  
Doping Control:  
An athlete of each category will participate in the doping control .

**Referees:**
Referees must be licensed by the International the International Judo Federation, Class "A" or "B" .

**Referee Clinic:**
Friday 06 of March 19:00hs:  

**Inscriptions:**
a) Open registration date from FEBRUARY 8th 2020. CAJ registration form.  
b) Hotel reservation date from FEBRUARY 8th 2020. CAJ registration form.  
c) Final registration date EBRUARY 18th 2020.
HOTEL PRICING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Room</th>
<th>HOTEL “A” FULL BOARD</th>
<th>HOTEL “B” FULL BOARD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SINGLE</td>
<td>U$S 240</td>
<td>U$S 170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOUBLE</td>
<td>U$S 195</td>
<td>U$S 140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRIPLE</td>
<td>U$S 175</td>
<td>U$S 120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hotel rates are per person per night and cover round trip transportation from airport to hotel & hotel to competition hall.

By current provision of the I.F.J both delegation members and athletes MUST STAY IN OFFICIAL HOTELS AT LEAST TWO DAYS. If for any reason they do not comply, each athlete or delegation member must pay and additional registration fee corresponding to two days of a single accommodation in Class “A” hotel. These persons will not have food, training nor transportation available to them.

Affiliation Pan American Judo Confederation
(Countries affiliated with the Pan American Judo Confederation)
As approved by the CPJ Congress last November 2019 in Guadalajara Mexico, the CPJ membership will cost $ 100 USD and $ 50 USD for infantile. You must be registered as a CPJ member to be able to take part in the events in Panamerica, the membership must be paid by athletes, coaches, delegates, medical staff and referees, the validity of the membership is until December 31, 2020, for registration please go to the page that will be
published before February 15 (the address to register will be informed in a letter), membership is mandatory for all Panamerican participants.

**Participation Countries NOT belonging to the Pan American Judo Confederation**

The cost of participation for athletes from countries that are not belonging to the Pan American Judo Confederation will be $40.00 USD and will be paid on the website that will be published before February 15. NO CASH PAYMENTS WILL BE RECEIVED

**IMPORTANT NOTE:**
The Organizing Committee will provide medical services during the competition, however, if a member of any delegation requires hospitalization treatments and surgical interventions during their stay in Argentina, each delegation will be responsible for covering those expenses. Therefore, the Organizing Committee is excluded from responsibility for these effects.

**JUDOGI AND PROTOCOL**

- In all formal training, awards and ceremonies from start to the end of the tournament, the judokas must be presented with WHITE yudogui, no socks, jackets or accessories.

- For foot hygiene, the judoka must wear shoes while moving through the warm-up area.

- Female contestants must wear under the jacket of the Judogi, a plain white mesh or resistant fabric short-sleeved shirt long enough to insert into the pants. Shirt or mesh should be round neck and may have no visible marks or drawings.

- Both male and female hair should not touch the jacket lapel
• Judogis must be clean and with IJF rules adjusted measures. Sokuteiki will be used in the Stand By area.

• Failure to observe these rules could mean disqualification from the tournament

TECHNICAL DIRECTION

• The code of behavior of the technicians will be strictly observed, including the dress code of the International Judo Federation, which for this event may be with sack, trousers and tie or the sports uniform of your delegation.

• Coaches cannot give indications to competitors while they are fighting. Only during pauses MATE coaches will be permitted to give instructions to their athletes. After the break and continued fighting, coaches must remain silent again.

• If a coach does not respect these rules, can be expelled from the competition area. If the coach persists in its behavior from outside the competition area it may be penalized and expelled from the sports arena.

TRAINING

Training times must be requested at the time of arrival and accreditation. Each official hotel will have a training area.

INTERNAL GROUND TRANSPORTATION

• Between the international airport and accreditation.

• The organization is not responsible for transportation if the flight itinerary information is not made on time, or modified without notice, neither for activities outside the championships.
Accreditation and handing of credentials will take place on THURSDAY MARCH 05TH FROM 10:00 TO 19:00 AND FRIDAY FROM 09:00 TO 12:00 in hotel “Soft Bariloche Hotel”. The head delegate of each delegation should be present at the hotel in the accorded time to prove the arrival of all athletes and delegates. He or she will also have to pay the Panamerican Judo Affiliation U$S 100 for each Judoka accredited at the tournament. Your late attendance or absence for accreditation control mean the exclusion of all competitors in the draw and the event. All competitors, coaches and delegates will be provided with credentials, which must carry at all times. The passports of all participants must be available if required.